
Electro Scan Inc. to Inspect Entire Wastewater
Collection System of La Grange, North
Carolina

Town of La Grange, North Carolina, Population 2,800.

Machine-Intelligent Technology to Find &
Quantify Infiltration in 30-Mile Network,
Replacing Less Accurate and More
Subjective CCTV Inspection

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, USA,
October 16, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Today Electro Scan Inc. announced that
it has been selected to inspect the
Town of La Grange, North Carolina's
entire wastewater collection system.
Representing over 30-miles (160,000
feet) of sewer main, Electro Scan will
use its award-winning and patented
Focused Electrode Leak Location (FELL)
machine-intelligent technology to
locate sources of infiltration and report
all leaks in Gallons per Minute (GPM).

"We are delighted to serve La Grange in this important project," stated Mike App, Vice President,
Electro Scan Inc.

In 2004, our town spent $2.4
million on sewer
rehabilitation. That helped
temporarily. But, those
repairs either failed or other
issues developed.”

John Craft, La Grange Town
Manager

"Town administrators had identified several pipes
suspected as having leaks, and were surprised when FELL
precisely located all the defects they could see and a few
others they couldn't," stated App.

On October 8, 2016, Hurricane Matthew hit North Carolina
as a Category 1 storm, bringing record flooding to many
areas in eastern North Carolina’s coastal plain, sound, and
coastal communities. During a 36-hour period, up to 18
inches of heavy rainfall inundated areas in central and
eastern North Carolina.

Last month, on September 5 & 6, Hurricane Dorian passed by North Carolina as a Category 2
Hurricane with La Grange receiving 6.5 inches of rain at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Rainfall
increased treatment plant flows from 350,000 Gallons per Day (GPD) –– the day before Hurricane
Dorian – to as high as 2 million GPD after the storm.

Prior to Electro Scan's FELL technology, cities and towns could only rely on visual inspection using
closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras, or less reliable smoke or dye testing, to detect sources
of infiltration.

"In 2004, our town spent $2.4 million on sewer rehabilitation," stated La Grange Town Manager,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.electroscan.com
https://lagrangenc.com


Electro Scan's award-winning machine-intelligent leak
detection solution added to a standard CCTV truck,
performing scans at 45-60 ft/min. with 3/8th inch
locational accuracy, and defects expressed in
gallons/minute.

Electro Scan's field tests in La Grange found CIPP with
major leaks & pinholes and CIPP without major leaks.

John Craft. "That helped temporarily.
But, those repairs either failed or other
issues developed."

"Given that Electro Scan can find
defects that go undetected using CCTV
inspection and other methods, and can
compute a defect flow in Gallons per
Minute, we look forward to pinpointing
our defects and prioritizing
rehabilitation to address our worst
leaks, first," stated Craft.

"Small agencies are usually the first to
adopt new technologies," stated
Mackenzie App, Director of Field
Services, Eastern Region.

"If you don't have the luxury to spend
money on the same things you did last
year –– without getting any benefit ––
you tend to be more selective in your
business decisions," stated App. 

"Congratulations to La Grange for your
pioneering vision –– I can't wait to start
work on this project," stated App.

All work will be done in accordance
with ASTM F2550-13 (2018), 'Standard
Practice for Locating Leaks in Sewer
Pipes By Measuring the Variation of
Electric Current Flow Through the Pipe
Wall.' 

In the past, cities have been limited to
using high-resolution CCTV cameras to
detect & catalog infiltration. But,
industry experts have long-recognized
the drawbacks in using visual
inspection that leads to incorrectly
prioritizing needed repairs &
rehabilitation.

MA JOR DRAWBACKS OF CCTV & VISUAL
INSPECTION
1. Can’t decipher cracks that leak from cracks that don't leak.
2. No repeatability. Two or more operators, same pipe.
3. No repeatability. Same operator, same pipe, different dates.
4. Can't assess watertightness of new pipes or CIPP.
5. Surcharged pipes require expensive bypass pumping.
6. Can’t assess pipe joints inside bell & spigot.
7. No leakage rates provided in NASSCO CCTV coding.
8. Risk of selecting wrong pipes to rehabilitate or accept as watertight.
9. Can't see defects hidden with encrustations, grease, roots, or silt.
10. Unable to see defects below waterline.

https://www.astm.org/Standards/F2550.htm


Electro Scan finds & measures leaks at every joint of
Vitrified Clay Pipe (VCP), where CCTV can't tell leaks
through bell & spigots of joints.

Cloud-based pipeline assessment immediately
accessible on the web within minutes of completing
each scan, without third-party data interpretation.

MA JOR ADVANTAGES OF FELL
INSPECTION
1. Accurately quantifies leaks in Gallons
per Minute.
2. Automatically provides precise
location – within 3/8th inch (1cm).
3. Unbiased & repeatable results,
tested by EPA, WRc, & IKT.
4. Fast rate of inspection – 2-3x faster
than CCTV daily production.
5. No third-party data interpretation
required. It's machine-intelligent.
6. Approved for all gravity sewer mains
& pressurized pipes.
7. Recommended to test force mains,
siphons & large diameter pipes.
8. Simulating a surcharged pipe,
bypass pumping is never required.
9. Assesses each pipe joint, inside bell
& spigot, and lateral connection.
10. Creates a baseline GPM before
rehabilitation.
11. Able to assess CIPP and Post-
Rehabilitation % Effectiveness.
12. Referenced in US EPA Consent
Decrees.
13. ASTM F2550 (3rd Edition, 2018).
14. AWWA M77 (1st Edition, 2019).
15. Data available on cloud app in less
than 10 minutes, worldwide.
16. Cities can add FELL equipment to
standard CCTV trucks or vans.
17. FELL|CCTV Integration Kits for
Aries, Cues, IBAK, iPEK, Rausch.
18. Master Class by WRc, developers of
NASSCO CCTV codes.
19. Used by IKT, world's largest R&D
organization, in recent CIPP study. 
20. Partnership with Innovyze®. FELL integrates with InfoAsset Planner®.

The Town of La Grange, population 2,800, is located in Lenoir County which is one of 15 counties
within the Central Coastal Plain Capacity Use Area (CCPCUA) as designated by the NC Division of
Water Resources, Environmental Management Commission.

Funding for the project was provided by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Kansas
City, MO-based Black and Veatch was retained as the town's consulting engineer.

Hickory, NC-based ClearWater Inc. is the exclusive representative of Electro Scan products and
services in North Carolina.

Separately, Electro Scan Inc. recently announced another 30-mile FELL inspection project ––
currently nearing completion –– with Hillsborough County, the fourth largest utility in the State of
Florida.

In 2019, Electro Scan Inc. was selected by Government Technology magazine as a GovTech 100,



the top one-hundred most important applications for a government to use, was selected by Fast
Company magazine to their prestigious list of World’s Most Innovative Companies, and selected
by BlueTech Research as one of 15 Water Technologies to Watch.

ABOUT ELECTRO SCAN INC.
Founded in 2011, the company designs, develops, and markets technology-based products &
services for pipeline condition assessment, environmental compliance monitoring, and to
determine rehabilitation effectiveness. Headquartered in Sacramento, California, the company
sells and licenses equipment to local governments & utilities to conduct their own pipeline
testing work and offers a Technology-as-a-Service (TaaS) solution, in partnership with authorized
contractors, worldwide.

Chairman and majority shareholder, Chuck Hansen, has been delivering solutions to the sewer &
water market since 1983, when he started Hansen Software Inc. with his father and brother.
Selling the company in 2007 to Golden Gate Capital and Infor Global, Hansen is a former Chair of
ASTM Subcommittee F36.20, Inspection and Renewal of Water and Wastewater Infrastructure. A
leading authority on game-changing innovations and how to transition from legacy to new
technologies, Hansen has introduced FELL in over 20 countries.
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